
REFERENCE NO-2020/01

To

Honable Chief Minister,

Punjab.

18th May, 2020

Subject- Seeking permission for Film video shooting.

Respected Sir,

We, the applicants, are making
submission on behalf of the shooting unit consisting of
thousands of workers (MORE THAN 2000 FAMILIES) who
have their sole earning source from Shooting line consisting
of Camera Man, Director, Producer, Artist, Production unit,
spot Boys, Makeup Artist etc, editors, producers, light man,
etc.

Almost all the members belongs to shooting lines are daily
wage earners and has sole source of earning through day to
day shootings and due to the Pandemic caused by Covid
-19, all of them are sitting helpless and unemployed since
long. They all have their family to feed and due to
non-earning of their livelihood, their life is getting
miserable.

That with great efforts and restless nights spent by our
Punjab Governments and their officials including Doctors,



Police and Administration, has effectively controlled this
Pandemic in the State. Further, From time to time many
other relaxations has been given to different people,
businessman and professionals in the State by allowing
them to re-open their working places subject to fulfilling
certain precautionary measures but unfortunately, the
relaxations given in the state is silent about giving
permissions of shootings in the state.

So, being a representative of the above mentioned
people, as well as, being self affected persons, we requests
you to initiate the steps to re-open/allowing shooting units
in the state for shootings songs and ads etc. Further, we
are respectfully submitting certain suggestions and
undertakings which we will follow while doing shootings to
prevent the spread of the pandemic i.e COVID -19, The
suggestions are enumerated hereinafter:-

-The shooting crew will consist of less number of persons,
which will not be more than of 30 members.

-Will maintain social distancing from outsiders as well as
within crew by properly creating boundaries within
shooting area.

- We will Maintainance of proper hygiene and sanitisation
of the studio/shoot location before and after shoot is done.

-Packed food and water bottles for cast and crew.

-Medical team to check body temperature(thermal
scanning) and other symptoms to avoid the spreading of



virus.

-Sanitization for person entering the studio with availability
of proper kit.

-Usage of cigarettes ,paan,gutka ,tabacco and consumption
of liquor is strictly prohibited.

-All crew shall be mandate to wear mask and gloves
throughout the shoot other than artists when facing
camera.

- Or any other condition given by this Hon’ble Authority.

CAST AND CREW REQUIRED-

1. Persons allowed -

* 1 director + 1 assistant

* 1 art director + 2 assistant

* 1 dop + 1 assistant

* 2 artists- 1 male,1 female

* 1 production +1 assistant

* chief light + 3 assistant

* camera + 2 assistant

* 1 makeup artist + 1 hair artist

* 1 choreographer + 4 dancers

* 1 sound



* 1 medical superviser for thermal scanning etc

* extra crew - 3 person

*

MANAGEMENT

* Call time -7 am to 6pm

* entry - 7 am to 9 am

* exit - 6 pm to 7 pm

* all workers will be sanitized and provided with proper
body kit including masks,gloves and foot masks etc.

* Thermal scanning will be done after every 2 to 3 hour.

* 7 foot distance will be maintained to ensure social
distancing.

* After every 3 to 4 hour the gloves and masks will be
changed.

* Only packed food will be allowed.

If thought necessary, on our expenses, you may kindly
depute your officials at shooting location to monitor and
stop any voilation of rules and unwanted nuisance . we also
request the government to provide us a medical staff for
better measures.

We assure you that the rules and guidelines given by you
will be properly followed.

It is, therefore, respectfully prayed before your goodself to
kindly permit us to do the songs and ads shooting at a
particular place during a particular time frame.



I am hoping for an early and positive response.

Thanking You

Yours sincerely

1.RABAB MUSIC PRODUCTION PVT LTD.

#PLOT NO-D-199, IND AREA,

PHASE-8B, MOHALI-8195911111

2.SHIVA CINE LIGHT

#1031, SECTOR-46-B,

CHANDIGARH-9316135772

3.DEVA ENTERPRISES

KOTHI NO-1176, SECTOR-67,

MOHALI-9814006575

4.KARMA ARTS

ADDRESS: VILLAGE ASRON,

NEAR ASRON POLICE STATION,

SB.S.NAGAR ROPAR-

CONTACT-9988147964



5.MANISH KUMAR ENTERPRISES

FLAT NO-1459, GILCO VALLEY,

EXTENSION NO-3, KHARAR-140301,

CONTACT NO-9915643333

6.M/S TEAM AG FILMS AND PRODUCTION

VILLA NO-119, SUNNY BASANT

ENCLAVE SECTOR-117,

MOHALI-160055

CONTACT NO-9915236244, 9646425201

7.AMAN FILM PRODUCTION

HOUSE NO-526, VILLAGE MALOYA,

CHANDIGARH-9876396731

8.PSR FILMS AND PRODUCTION

FLAT NO-3087, SBP CITY OF DREAMS

SECTOR-116, MOHALI-9876744404.

9.CHOWDHRY FILMS

#54, TOP FLOOR SECTOR-20,

CHANDIGARH-9815555155



10. KAUSHIK PRODUCTIONS

OFFICE 4080, SECTOR=-56,

CHANDIGARH-8847071694

11. KAMESHWARI PRODUCTION

604, PURAB PREMIUM APARTMENTS,

SECTOR-88, MOHALI-9216533707

12. SONU ARTS

SHOWROOM NO-8-9, 1ST FLOOR

GTB NAGAR KHARAR, MOHALI-9872817735

13. JOT SOHAL(VIDEO DIRECTOR)

#207, 2ND FLOOR KSB HOMES SECTOR-126,
MOHALI-9815234219

14. SAYA FILMS

KOTHI NO-160, SECTOR-48,

CHANIDGRH-991598333

15. KULDEEP PRODUCTION

HOUSE NO-6011, GROUND FLOOR



AMAN HOME SUNNY ENCLAVE

SECTOR 125 , MOHALI-9815616713

16. NORTHERN CINE DANCER ASSOCIATION

#633 PHASE 10 MOHALI-8360443635

17. CAMERA MAN ASHWANI THAPPER

ES-257, GALI NO-1, ABADPURA

JALANDHAR-9815263786

18. NACHDA PUNJAB BHANGRA GROUP PATIALA

#25, AMAN COLONY, NEAR 22 NO-PHATAK, PATIALA

9814211681

19. BINNY FILMS

PLOT NO-1020, SECTOR-82, JLPL,

INDUSTRIAL AREA MOHALI

CONTACT NO-9417205959

20. RAJ FILMS

296 PHASE-5 MOHALI-7986022251


